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I. DEFINITIONS

Certain words and phrases as used in this filing shall be understood to have the following
meaning: 

1. “Applicant” - Any person, group of persons, association,
partnership, firm or corporation requesting a
supply of electricity from the Company.

2. “Cogeneration” - A process that simultaneously produces two
forms of useful energy, electric power and
steam.

3. “Commission” - North Carolina Utilities Commission

4. “Company” - Virginia Electric and Power Company

5. “Customer” - Any person, group of persons, association,
partnership, firm, corporation, and the
associated account, as applicable, purchasing
electricity or services from the Company.

6. “Delivery Point” - The point where the Company's conductors
for supplying electricity are connected to the
Customer's conductors for receiving the
electricity, unless otherwise specified in the
Agreement for the Purchase of Electricity
executed between the Company and the
Customer.

7. “Excess Distribution and -
Substation Facilities” All distribution and substation facilities 

provided by the Company in addition to those 
the Company normally would provide to 
supply electricity to the Customer at one 
Delivery Point. 

8. “Excess Transmission - 
Facilities” All transmission facilities provided by the 

Company in addition to those the Company 
normally would provide to supply electricity 
to the Customer at one Delivery Point. 
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9. “Natural Disaster Victim” - A Customer whose premises are located in an 
area designated by the Governor of North 
Carolina as a natural disaster area, where 
such premises to which the Company 
provides electricity have been damaged as a 
result of the declared natural disaster. 

10. “Rate Schedules” - The Company’s rate schedules applicable to
Customers purchasing electricity.

11. “Small Power Producer” - A producer with production facilities that use
biomass, waste or renewable resources,
including wind, solar and water, to produce
electric power.




